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Abstract: The research investigates the domestic violence against women in TandoAllahyar District-Sindh Pakistan. Data were collected through survey from 200 respondents. Data were analyzed by using SPSS-21 version. It was revealed that most of the surveyed women were quite depressed and their male counterparts not working but they are solely depending on women work in SMEs. It was further revealed that the rural women is less confident and their husbands were always given them hard time once they are exposing themselves to outside the boundaries of the house.
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Introduction
The term 'honor murdering' was presented by a Dutch researcher from a Turkish foundation in 1978 to separate such killings from different sorts of executing in families and groups. Human Rights Watch states, "Honor killings are demonstrations of retribution, generally demise, submitted by male relatives against female relatives who are held to have brought disrespect upon the family."

We as a whole realize that honor killings are a standout amongst the most mentally intricate, sociologically confused, ethically upsetting and lawfully difficult brutal violations against humankind. Such wrongdoings have been going on all through history everywhere throughout the world in numerous groups, nations and societies. In honor killings, the casualties are for the most part ladies and the killers are generally men, whether fathers, siblings, spouses or children. As indicated by human rights specialists, the adherents of all beliefs, including Hinduism, Islam, Judaism and Christianity, have utilized a religious appearance to submit honor killings. The specialists clarify that honor killings don't have "any unequivocal association with religion by any means." Honor killings have been honed before any real religion appeared.

The UN Population Fund (UNFPA) gauges that upwards of 5,000 young ladies and ladies have been killed for the sake of honor by their relatives as of late. This is sadly simply hard measurements. The genuine number could be impossible to say and significantly more than this. Reprieve International claims that the occurrence of honor killings is expanding every year. As indicated by the Human Rights Commission of Pakistan (HRCP), around 1,957 occurrences of honor killings had been recorded in the course of recent years and the vast majority of them had happened in light of claimed extramarital relations. Through measurements gave by the Marvi Rural Development Organization (MRDO), working in Sindh, around 270 cases have been enlisted in the earlier year. Sindh and Balochistan are the main spots in the nation where the lives of men are likewise taken in honor killings.

The subtle elements of homicides of the ladies decapitated, smoldered to death, stoned to death, wounded, shocked, choked and covered alive for the honor of their families are as brutal as they are disgraceful. Numerous ladies' gatherings in the Middle East and Southwest Asia suspect the casualties are no less than four times the United Nations' most recent figure of around 5,000 passings a year. The vast majority of the casualties are youthful — numerous are adolescents, butchered under an abominable custom that backpedals several years yet now traverses a large portion of the globe. Be that as it may, as I would like to think, men are likewise killed now and again for the sake of honor. It makes one even pitiful to realize that this uncouth practice rises above past confidence, order and significantly sexual orientation.

Through exploration I happened to the perspective that Iraqis, Kurds, Palestinians in Jordan, Pakistan and Turkey show up the most noticeably awful wrongdoers however media opportunities in these nations may over-make up for the mystery that encompasses "honor" killings in Egypt, which untruly asserts there are none, and other Middle Eastern countries in the Gulf and the Levant. Honor wrongdoing long back spread to the UK, Belgium, Russia, Canada and numerous different countries.
Human rights bunches imagine that honor killings go ahead in the attire of different names in various parts of the world. It accompanies the name of karokari in Pakistan, share passings or lady of the hour smoldering in India, loss of ird in the Bedouin (Middle East) people group and as violations of enthusiasm in Latin America.

Through discourse with various specialists I came to realize that the strategies for completing honor killings change crosswise over various nations. In the southern region of Sindh, where it is frequently alluded to as karokari, the casualty is hacked to death, regularly with the complicity of the group. Among tribal Pashtun people group in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa where the practice is known as tur, and Balochistan in the southwest, the casualty can be hacked, cut, smoldered or shot. In both cases, the practice's name signifies “dark” in the nearby dialects, in reference to the apparent socially unsuitable conduct of the casualties. In crowded Punjab, the killings — more often than not by shooting — are all the more frequently in view of individual choices and completed in private.

Measurements say that inside and out the globe, just a large portion of the killings are by guns, the rest being by throttling or cutting with a blade. The dominant part of ladies are between the ages of 16 and 30 years old. Wherever it is done (east or west), whoever submits it (a sibling or a spouse), or whatever the intention is (honor or desire), the deciding result continues as before: a lady, in 99.9 percent cases, gets to be prey to the misanthrope outlook of a nearby male relative.

The aggregate number of ladies and young ladies who passed on between 2008-2012 because of homicide, honor killings or suicide was 13,583, as indicated by the Aurat Foundation, a ladies' rights bunch situated in Islamabad. Five of the 10 regions with the most elevated frequency of honor killings are in Sindh, the gathering said in a report distributed in 2013. "A man indicted for the sake of honor is refreshing and hailed, among his group individuals as well as by the individuals who see him in prison," Marri said. "They let him know he's made the best decision. The legislators don't censure this with the goal that they keep votes."

Individuals use karo-kari as an approach to settle question, said Zia Ahmed Awan, a human-rights legal counselor and individual from the Pakistan Bar Council, the country's top legitimate element.

"A man executes his significant other in their own particular house and afterward murders his enemy, saying he was having an illegal association with her," said Awan, who runs Madaddaar, an across the nation helpline for ladies and kids. "That way the foe kicks the bucket and the property debate he had is settled. On the off chance that you have six sisters, you give up one. Indeed, even moms are murdered."

The alleged honor killings of Karo/Kari (dark man/dark lady) is a tribal custom in the Sindh and Pakistan. The term karo (for man) or kari (for lady) is utilized for the individual found as a part of infidelity or wrong sexual relationship as portrayed by nearby uneducated men. The suspicious man can slaughter her blaming for being kari whilst seeing or even subsequent to listening to gossip of the young lady sitting adjacent as man, talking, wailing, grinning at, laying down with,

Honor KILLING is seen as a piece of religious right (albeit no religion acknowledge it) as a Muslim (man or lady) when discovered liable of infidelity ought to be executed or stoned to death. The Muslim law practice is completely diverse and entangled which includes a large portion of administrative issues, (for example, witnesses, character of witness, scene of wrongdoing, neighborhood and individual reports and so forth) and barely a judge can issue such a capital punishment. Be that as it may, for the sake of honor executing MAN needs to murder and show up under the steady gaze of the court conceding the slaughter. Along these lines his sentence can be decreased or considered subject to group of casualties. On the off chance that the group of casualty are normal or needy individuals they can be paid off or constrained effectively to concede the murder. Along these lines, his sentence can be decreased or considered subject to group of casualties. The one justifiable reason is their association in the nearby feexo or jirgo [local tribe court].

Information Collection Methodology

Information were gathered from 200 by utilizing subjective and quantitative techniques were utilized. The subjective techniques included beginning center gathering gatherings that were trailed by the study survey. The study poll was a greater amount of a top to bottom meeting due to the delicate way of the issues and along these lines included open finished inquiries with specific inductions on the sorts of brutality recorded on a quantitative sheet. Information were investigated by utilizing SPSS-21 version.

Results and Discussion

Pakistan ought to perceive abusive behavior at home as a wrongdoing and authorize strict disciplines for the culprits. Cops and government officials need to consider these violations important and rebuff the guilty parties. Ladies ought to be taught and urged to battle for their rights. Honor wrongdoings are for the most part dedicated by ignorant Muslim men who
trust that Islam obliges them to execute their female relatives for family respect. They ought to be instructed about Islamic teachings.

Table 1. Specific risk situations across a woman in District TandoAllahyar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Type of Violence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Birth</td>
<td>Sex-selective abortion; effects of battering during pregnancy and birth outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infancy</td>
<td>Female infanticide; physical, sexual and psychological abuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girlhood</td>
<td>Child marriage; female genital mutilation; physical, sexual and psychological abuse; incest; child prostitution and pornography</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Survey-2015

Every year, a large number of young ladies experience female genital mutilation. Female kids are more probable than their siblings to be assaulted or sexually attacked by relatives, by those in positions of trust or control, or by outsiders. In a few nations, when an unmarried lady or pre-adult is assaulted, she might be compelled to wed her aggressor, or she might be detained for carrying out a “criminal” demonstration. Those ladies, who get to be pregnant before marriage might be beaten, shunned or killed by relatives, regardless of the fact that the pregnancy is the consequence of an assault.

After marriage, the most serious danger of viciousness for ladies keeps on being in their own homes where spouses and, now and again, in-laws, may ambush, assault or slaughter them. At the point when ladies get to be pregnant, develop old, or experience the ill effects of mental or physical inability, they are more helpless against assault. Ladies who are far from home, detained or segregated in any capacity are additionally subject to brutal attacks. Amid outfitted clash, ambushes against ladies heighten; including those submitted by both antagonistic and “neighborly” strengths.

Conclusion

The current research highlighted Challenges faced by Women Entrepreneurs : A Case study TandoAllahyar District. The results shows that women as entrepreneur facing lot challenges like victoms of male counterparts, no market access, low wages and facing social and health problems. Most of the women abused during childhood by their family friends. They find only one consistent risk marker for women: witnessing parental violence as a child or adolescent. Being abused as a child leaves a woman more at risk for revictimization in later life. Meaningful steps to end domestic violence are needed and most importantly, the problem should be removed from the private sphere. It is a critical international problem that affects every community, every work place and every school.
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